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Abstract

The study of sea ice using airborne remote sensing platforms provides unique capabili-
ties to measure a wide variety of sea ice properties. These measurements are useful for
a variety of topics including model evaluation and improvement, assessment of satel-
lite retrievals, and incorporation into climate data records for analysis of interannual5

variability and long-term trends in sea ice properties. In this paper we describe meth-
ods for the retrieval of sea ice thickness, freeboard, and snow depth using data from
a multi-sensor suite of instruments on NASA’s Operation IceBridge airborne campaign.
We assess the consistency of the results through comparison with independent data
sets which demonstrate that the IceBridge products are capable of providing a reliable10

record of snow depth and sea ice thickness. We explore the impact of inter-campaign
instrument changes and associated algorithm adaptations as well as the applicability of
the adapted algorithms to the ongoing IceBridge mission. The uncertainties associated
with the retrieval methods are determined and placed in the context of their impact on
the retrieved sea ice thickness. Lastly, we present results for the 2009 and 2010 Ice-15

Bridge campaigns which are currently available in product form via the National Snow
and Ice Data Center.

1 Introduction

The determination of sea ice properties from remote sensing data has been a long
sought-after goal through the utilization of a wide variety of instruments and field20

campaigns (e.g. Wadhams et al., 1991; Comiso et al., 2003; Cavalieri et al., 2006;
Leuschen et al., 2008; Haas et al., 2010). Data on sea ice properties from satellite al-
timetry missions have been used to study the behavior of sea ice at regional to global
scales (e.g. Laxon et al., 2003; Giles et al., 2008a; Kwok et al. 2009; Farrell et al., 2009;
Zwally et al., 2008; Kurtz et al., 2011; Kurtz and Markus, 2012), while data from air-25

borne remote sensing missions have been used to validate satellite data (e.g. Kurtz et
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al., 2008; Connor et al., 2009, 2012) and identify new ways to extend the range of sea
ice properties which can be studied using satellite remote sensing data (e.g. Kurtz et
al., 2009). The sea ice properties which remote sensing data sets can retrieve depends
on the type of instruments used. A key area of interest is the use of altimetry data for
the study of sea ice thickness. With this in mind, a fundamental goal of the ongoing5

NASA Operation IceBridge mission is to utilize a suite of instruments including radar
and laser altimeters to engage in large-scale surveys of Arctic and Antarctic sea ice on
an annual basis. Operation IceBridge is an airborne mission with its primary goal being
to create a laser altimetry time series bridging the end of the ICESat mission in 2009
and the launch of ICESat-2 currently scheduled for 2016.10

The scale of the IceBridge mission in terms of the number of instruments flown,
areal coverage, and number of active campaigns makes it one of the largest airborne
missions to date in the polar regions and will enable a new generation of research to
be conducted using the data sets. A key aspect of this study is to describe the retrieval
of geophysical data products from the Level 1 instrument data which can then be used15

by others wishing to engage in more specialized research, as well as to discuss the
known limitations and uncertainties of the derived geophysical data products. Here we
focus on three products which can be obtained from the IceBridge data set: (1) sea
ice freeboard, (2) snow depth, and (3) sea ice thickness. First, sea ice freeboard is the
property retrievable by airborne and satellite altimeters and provides the capability for20

sea ice thickness studies from the data sets. Moreover, it has been shown to be useful
as an independent parameterization for energy balance studies because of the unique
relationship between freeboard, sea ice thickness, and the thermal conductivities of
snow and ice (Kurtz et al., 2011). Second, knowledge of snow depth is useful for studies
of precipitation trends and variability, melt pond coverage, and is also needed for the25

retrieval of sea ice thickness from altimeter data sets. Third, sea ice thickness is a long
sought-after property which is important for the study of a large number of climate
variables. Knowledge of this property will allow for an assessment of the stability and
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variability of the global sea ice cover which is a component and indicator of global
climate change (Lemke et al. 2007).

Previous studies using IceBridge data over sea ice have focused on algorithm de-
velopment and validation (Farrell et al., 2012; Kwok et al., 2012), exploration of instru-
ment behavior and retrieval issues (Kwok et al., 2011), and comparisons to climatolog-5

ical data (Kurtz and Farrell, 2011). However, the variable nature of aircraft campaigns
means that the methods described in previous studies do not necessarily apply to all of
the past and future IceBridge data sets. For example, changes to the radar antennas
and electronics means that algorithms developed for snow depth retrieval for the 2009
data set (e.g. Kurtz and Farrell, 2011) do not automatically apply to future data sets.10

Additionally, the distribution of leads and collocated laser altimetry data for sea surface
height retrievals along the IceBridge flight tracks also changes year to year and means
that the uncertainty of the retrieved freeboard and ice thickness data is variable along
the flight paths, rather than a constant value. The addition of new instruments and in-
strument configuration modifications allows for retrievals using different and improved15

methodologies on a year-to-year basis. Essentially, the IceBridge data set has and
will continue to evolve in time as instrument changes are made to improve the quality
of science retrievals from the raw instrument data. In this study, we outline the steps
which have been utilized for the retrieval of sea ice properties for the 2009 and 2010
data sets, show how variations in the retrieval algorithms have changed as a result, and20

discuss the applicability of the new algorithms to the 2011 and later data sets. We also
present uncertainty estimates due to variations in the sea ice properties, instrument,
and inter-campaign algorithm changes. Our goal is to provide a baseline reference that
describes the main procedures for producing a continuous time series of sea ice prop-
erties and associated uncertainties for the past and future IceBridge campaigns. The25

derived data products described in this work can be accessed via the National Snow
and Ice Data Center at http://nsidc.org/data/idcsi2.html (Kurtz et al., 2012).

A wide variety of instruments and retrieval methods are outlined in this study. Some
parameters rely on a single instrument and retrieval method, while others involve
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multiple instruments and algorithms. A flow chart describing the retrieval of geophys-
ical data products of interest is shown in Fig. 1 which can be referenced throughout
the text. The study is organized as follows: Sect. 2 describes the instrument data sets.
Sections 3, 4, and 5 respectively describe the approaches used to retrieve sea ice
freeboard, snow depth, and sea ice thickness. Each section also includes a discussion5

of error sources due to instrument issues and inter-campaign algorithm changes. Sec-
tion 6 describes the results of the freeboard, snow depth, and sea ice thickness data
sets for the 2009 and 2010 IceBridge campaigns. The main results of the study are
discussed and summarized in Sect. 7.

2 Data sets10

Here we provide an overview of the instruments and data and their function in the Ice-
Bridge mission. A list of instruments and their purpose is provided in Table 1. A map of
the 2009 and 2010 Icebridge flight lines and specific flight numbers referred to through-
out the text is shown in Fig. 2.

2.1 Laser altimetry data15

The laser altimetry measurements used in this study are from the Airborne Topographic
Mapper (ATM) (Krabill, 2009a). The ATM is a 532 nm wavelength conically scanning
laser altimeter, combined with a differential GPS system for aircraft positioning and an
inertial navigation system (INS) to measure aircraft orientation. The laser range, GPS
position, and INS orientation measurements are used to assign three-dimensional ge-20

ographic coordinates to the point where each laser pulse reflects from the surface.
The ATM data are referenced to the ITRF-2005 reference frame and projected onto the
WGS-84 ellipsoid. The 15-degree scanner used during the missions yields a measured
swath width of approximately half of the aircraft’s altitude above the surface and foot-
print size of ∼1 m. The system is calibrated using independent ranging measurements25
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with the system on the ground, and by overflights of pre-surveyed ground areas. Ab-
solute elevation accuracy from the ATM is usually about 10 cm or better (Krabill et al.,
1995) with geolocation accuracies of better than 1 m (Schenk et al., 1999). Specifi-
cally for the IceBridge campaigns, Martin et al. (2012) estimate the parameters of the
ATM system to be: (1) 74 cm horizontal accuracy, (2) 6.6 cm vertical accuracy, (3) 3 cm5

vertical precision.
Using ground test calibration data, Kwok et al. (2012) identified a bias in the ATM

data for low amplitude signals due to the leading edge fit procedure used for elevation
retrievals. The bias will impact the freeboard retrievals when points with a low signal
strength are used. We have applied the polynomial fit correction factor described in10

Kwok et al. (2012) to correct for these biases. No correction was applied for points
with a signal strength higher than 950 (the ATM signal strength is not radiometrically
calibrated and is thus reported as dimensionless data numbers) since the polynomial fit
diverges beyond this point. A different laser system was operated during the 2010 Arctic
and 2009 Antarctic campaigns, thus we have applied a similar correction generated15

from ground calibration data specific for these campaigns. The correction, he-corr (in
units of meters), is an 8th order polynomial fit of calibration data provided by the ATM
team which is added to the ATM elevation data:

he-corr =1.356×10−26r8
s −1.51483×10−22r7

s +7.48991×10−19r6
s

−2.16621×10−15r5
s +3.97857×10−12r4

s −4.61175×10−9r3
s20

+3.17998×10−6r2
s −0.00118755rs +0.2

where rs is the ATM received signal strength. This polynomial was chosen to correct
for biases to the level of points with a received signal strength of 1100, which was
the modal signal strength during the 2010 Arctic campaign. A constant correction of25

0.008 m is added to points with a received signal strength greater than 2500 to cor-
respond to the calibration data set and account for divergence of the polynomial fit
beyond this level.
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2.2 Snow radar

Snow depth was measured with a frequency-modulated, continuous-wave (FMCW)
radar that utilizes dechirp on receive (Leuschen, 2009; Panzer et al., 2012). Mixing
a delayed, attenuated receive signal with a copy of the transmit signal returns a beat
frequency equal to the product of the chirp rate (bandwidth divided by pulse length)5

and the two-way delay time to the target. During the 2009 campaign, the radar trans-
mitted 2.5 GHz to 7 GHz with a 270 µs pulse length and 2 kHz pulse repetition fre-
quency. While during the 2010 campaign, the radar transmitted 2.0 GHz to 6.5 GHz
with a 250 µs pulse length and 2 kHz pulse repetition frequency. Four hardware pre-
sums are performed prior to writing data to disk with an additional four presums done in10

post-processing. Processed radar data are provided in 33 s segments along the flight
path, spanning 4.2 km for the nominal aircraft speed (460 km h−1).

Given the 4.5 GHz bandwidth, the theoretical free-space vertical range resolution is
approximately 5 cm. For detection of the snow layer over sea ice, the vertical range
resolution improves to approximately 3 cm due to speed of light variations in the snow15

pack. However, during post-processing, the data are Hanning windowed to reduce
range sidelobes, thus degrading the vertical range resolution by a factor of 2. At the
nominal flight altitude (460 m) the radar has a footprint size of 11 m across track (dic-
tated by the pulse-limited footprint size) and 14.5 m along-track (dictated by the syn-
thetic aperture formed). The footprint size reduces to the diameter of the first Fresnel20

zone of ∼8 m when coherent (specular) returns dominate the receive signal. For spec-
ular returns to occur, the Rayleigh criterion must be satisfied over the first two Fresnel
zones of the radar active area (Carsey, 1992). The Rayleigh criterion is defined as: sur-
face roughness < λ

8 where λ is the radar wavelength. For the snow radar, the Rayleigh
criterion is satisfied for surface roughness values less than ∼1 cm. Such smooth ice25

is expected to be only rarely encountered over the snow-covered sea ice portions of
the survey areas and thus diffuse rather than specular reflections dominate the returns
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by the radar. Therefore, we take the synthetic aperture dictated footprint size to be the
size of the radar active area for our snow depth retrievals.

2.3 Visible imagery

We use two sets of aerial photography data sets for identifying morphological features
on the sea ice in conjunction with the radar and laser altimetry data. The use of the5

aerial photography data was found to be essential to distinguish surface types which is
needed for our sea ice freeboard retrieval process. This also required knowledge of the
geolocation of each pixel within the aerial photography data sets. The Digital Mapping
System (DMS) (Dominguez, 2009) is available for all flight campaigns after the first
Arctic campaign in 2009. The DMS is a digital camera which takes high resolution10

(∼10 cm) natural color (RGB) photographs which span the length of each IceBridge
flight line. The angular resolution of the system is sufficient to cover the full scan width
of the laser altimeter measurements. The data are geolocated and the latitude and
longitude of each image pixel were determined using metadata parameters provided in
each image file.15

For the 2009 IceBridge Arctic campaign, the DMS instrument was not available, how-
ever, the CAMBOT imaging system was available (Krabill, 2009b). The CAMBOT im-
ages are taken once every five seconds along each flight path using a Canon EOS
DIGITAL REBEL XTi camera. The images are time-tagged and the geolocation of the
center point, height of the aircraft above the surface, and aircraft heading are provided20

from the aircraft trajectory information based on the time-tag. The angular dimensions
of the CAMBOT images for the 2009 Arctic campaign are 58.12◦ ×40.71◦. The aircraft
altitude and angular dimensions were used to determine the pixel size for each CAM-
BOT image in the 2009 data set. The pixel size was combined with the image center
point location, aircraft heading, and a standard coordinate rotation to geolocate the25

pixels of each CAMBOT image. However, the time-tagging procedure for the CAMBOT
data set was typically found to be valid only to within ±1 second, which introduces
geolocation errors for each image. To refine the geolocation of each image, we have
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designed software to manually align each CAMBOT image. The software overlays the
more accurately geolocated ATM elevation data onto each image, and then allows the
operator to adjust the CAMBOT geolocation by manually changing the geolocation of
the center point of each image. This was done until topographic features such as ridges
and leads coincided in both the images and the ATM data. Figure 3 shows an example5

image of a manually aligned CAMBOT image with ATM data overlain.

3 Sea ice freeboard retrievals

Various methods for the retrieval of freeboard from the ATM airborne laser altimetry
data have been described in the literature (e.g. Connor et al., 2009, 2012; Kurtz et
al., 2008; Kwok et al. 2012). Here, we describe a new approach utilizing geolocated10

aerial photography and a lead discrimination algorithm to maximize the quality and
number of laser altimeter data points used to determine the sea surface height. We
have found this to be an important component of the freeboard retrieval step due to the
loss of a large percentage of the laser altimeter returns over thin ice-covered and open-
water leads. This loss of data occurs due to specular reflection of the laser pulse away15

from the receiver when insufficient surface roughness elements are present to cause
diffuse scattering. There are still sufficient number of returns available over leads to
determine sea surface height, but this loss introduces two problems: (1) The low (and
variable) number of returns over leads compared to the large number of returns from
the surrounding sea ice make the returns from leads difficult to uniquely distinguish20

in surface elevation histograms. (2) The loss of laser altimetry data over thin sea ice
contributes to an undersampling of these regions and thus a biased freeboard result
when taking an areal average. To resolve resolution these issues for more accurate
retrieval of sea ice freeboard we use a combination of photography and laser altimetry
as described in this section.25

The primary product given by the ATM laser altimeter is the surface elevation refer-
enced to the WGS84 ellipsoid, he. However, the more geophysically useful parameter
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we wish to retrieve from this product is the height of the snow plus ice surface a.s.l.,
termed the freeboard, fb. The conversion of elevation data into sea ice freeboard is
accomplished by subtracting out the instantaneous sea surface height hssh from each
elevation measurement:

fb = he −hssh5

The instantaneous sea surface height at a given point in space and time can be written
as (Chelton et al., 2001):

hssh = hgeoid +htides +hpressure +hdynamic (1)

where hgeoid is the geoid, htides is the contribution of tidal forces, hpressure is the effect
of atmospheric pressure loading, and hdynamic is the dynamic topography of the ocean10

surface. We first estimate the sea surface height along the flight tracks using modeled
estimates for the hgeoid, htides, and hpressure terms. Data sources used in the initial es-
timation of the sea surface height terms are shown in Table 2. The geoid model is the
Earth Gravitational Model 2008 (EGM2008) (Pavlis et al., 2008). The htides component
can be further decomposed into 4 terms:15

htides = hocean +hload +hearth +hpole

where hocean is the ocean tide, hload is the load tide, hearth is the solid earth tide, and
hpole is the pole tide. The ATM elevation product is provided in the ITRF standard
tide-free system from which the solid earth tide has been removed. A standard lati-
tude dependent correction is also applied to the data used here to place the data in20

a mean tide system relative to the WGS84 ellipsoid. The pole tide is a small ampli-
tude (<∼2 cm) long wavelength tidal component caused by oscillations in the Earth’s
rotation axis (Wahr, 1985), it has not been included here since its impact on freeboard
determination is assumed to be minimal. The TPXO6.2 tide model is used to estimate
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the hocean and hload components (Egbert and Erofeeva, 2002). The isostatic response
of the sea surface to atmospheric pressure loading, hpressure, can be rewritten as:

hpressure =
∆P
ρwg

where ∆P is the difference between the surface air pressure at the local point from the
instantaneous mean surface air pressure over the ocean, ρw = 1024kgm−3 the density5

of sea water, and g = 9.8ms−2 the gravitational acceleration (Chelton et al., 2001).
In this data set, ∆P is calculated as the difference between linearly interpolated local
surface pressure data provided by the European Center for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF) ERA-Interim data set and an average global mean surface air
pressure of 101 300 Pa.10

As a first step, we remove variations in the instantaneous sea surface height along
the flight tracks through the subtraction of modeled estimates for the hgeoid, htides, and
hpressure resulting in a corrected elevation hcorr:

hcorr = he − (htides +hgeoid +hpressure)

The modeled sea surface height parameters do not at this point have sufficient accu-15

racy for the useful retrieval of freeboard given that a 1 cm freeboard error corresponds
to a ∼10 cm error in sea ice thickness. The periodic identification of local sea surface
elevations for use as tie points is required to achieve the desired centimeter level ac-
curacy for freeboard retrievals. After the removal of the modeled sea surface height
parameters, the resulting freeboard is calculated as:20

fb = hcorr − zssh (2)

where zssh is the locally determined sea surface elevation with respect to the hcorr ele-
vation data set, the determination of zssh at each point along the flight track follows from
the retrieval of individual sea surface height observations described in detail below.
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A set of sea surface elevation estimates, htp, are first found through extraction of the
hcorr elevation data identified over leads in the IceBridge visible imagery. For all but the
Arctic 2009 data set, an automated lead detection algorithm called Sea Ice Lead De-
tection Algorithm using Minimal Signal (SILDAMS) (Onana et al., 2012) which utilizes
the geolocated IceBridge DMS imagery is used. SILDAMS applies a minimal signal5

transformation on DMS pixel brightness values to carry out a localization around low
pixel intensities which correspond to leads. The transformed outputs are within a uni-
form dynamic variability over the set of numbers from [0, 1] for a variety of input image
pixel intensities. This allows specified thresholding of the transformed outputs to be
set for the identification and classification of three different lead classes corresponding10

to open water areas, grease ice/nilas, and newly frozen leads with non-snow-covered
grey ice (see Fig. 4). Each of these lead classes has an ice thickness less than 30 cm
(World Meteorological Organization, 1970) and should thus have an elevation that falls
within 3 cm of the local mean sea level making them suitable for use as sea surface
tie points. To account for biases in the use of thin ice areas as sea surface tie points,15

we subtracted 0.005 m and 0.02 m from the sea surface height estimates derived from
the ATM elevation data over grease ice/nilas and grey ice, respectively. These values
were chosen to correspond to expected freeboards of snow-free ice types defined in
the World Meteorological Organization nomenclature.

For the 2009 Arctic campaign, leads and ice type were categorized through visual20

inspection of CAMBOT images (Krabill, 2009b). Visual lead identification, rather than
an automated approach using SILDAMS, was also used due to the complexity of the
CAMBOT images caused by failure of the mechanical camera shutter and uneven ex-
posure in some portions of the images. By matching the location of the leads in the
visible imagery with those of the ATM hcorr elevations, the local sea surface elevation25

and freeboard of each ATM elevation point was retrieved in the same manner as leads
identified with SILDAMS. Bias removal due to the use of thin ice types as sea surface
tie points was carried out in the same manner as described for the SILDAMS approach.
We note that even if leads are present in an area, the number of sea surface elevation
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estimates may be much more limited in number than those from an equivalent area
of returns over sea ice due to the loss of ATM data from smooth specularly reflecting
surfaces (as can be seen in Figs. 3 and 4).

The spatial resolutions of the ATM laser footprint is 1 m for the nominal flight altitude
(460 m) of the IceBridge data set. To account for geolocation uncertainties (0.74 m), as5

well as the presence of mixed lead/sea ice data within the ATM returns, the requirement
of a minimum 1 m lead buffer was set for each ATM return over a lead for it to be used
as a sea surface estimate. This is necessary because mixed lead-sea ice returns are
prevalent due to the highly backscattering sea ice portion of the surface; as such,
laser returns near the edge of a lead are not representative of the actual sea surface10

elevation but rather that of the sea ice within the laser footprint. Thus, the set of sea
surface elevation estimates, htp, are taken from the hcorr elevation data set where leads
are identified, and the lead is found to extend an additional 1 m in all directions beyond
the edge of the laser footprint.

Within a given area, the mean sea surface elevation, h̄tp, is derived from the set of15

sea surface elevation estimates, htp which were determined using the combined ATM
and visible imagery lead detection method described previously. h̄tp is calculated using
a procedure described in detail below. First, all values of htp within ±250 m from the
center point are first combined into a histogram with a 2 cm bin size to initially determine
the local sea surface height. A value of ±250 m has been chosen to span the width of20

an individual DMS or CAMBOT image. We expect the local sea surface height to be
constant over a length scale corresponding to the first mode baroclinic Rossby radius
of deformation which is on the order of 10 km for latitudes greater than 60◦ and less
than −60◦ (Chelton et al., 1998). The Rossby radius is associated with the length scale
at which oceanic eddies form; these eddies can cause local inhomogeneities in the25

sea surface height. The length scale of ±250 m used for the initial sea surface height
determination is much less than the Rossby radius, and thus we expect the actual sea
surface height to be constant over this chosen length scale. The standard deviation of
the htp estimates in this local area is then a measure of the uncertainty of the individual
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sea surface height estimates due to instrument noise. An analysis of histograms of
ATM elevations over known flat surfaces, including separate cases with open water
and flat snow-covered sea ice showed that the elevation distributions are Gaussian
in shape with a standard deviation of ∼10 cm or less. This has also been observed
in separate studies by Farrell et al. (2012) who reported a standard deviation of 5 cm5

over a flat, snow-covered refrozen sea ice lead, while Connor et al. (2012) reported
a standard deviation of 10 cm over lead areas. We thus ideally expect the distribution
of all htp points within the length scale less than the Rossby radius to be similar in
shape and width. However, a variety of error sources ranging from laser mounting
biases, geolocation errors, misidentification of lead returns in the visible imagery, and10

errors in the hssh data sources lead to deviations from this ideal scenario. These errors
also preclude the use of the mean value of the local htp observations and standard
error analysis techniques from being used to determine h̄tp and its associated error.
The misidentification of lead returns within the combined ATM and photography data
causes the largest impact which, when present, causes the presence of secondary and15

higher modes in the histogram of htp points. In determining h̄tp, we wish to use points
corresponding to the mode with the lowest elevation. This is accomplished through the
use of the centroid of a Gaussian fit function to the histogram of htp. The following
conditions have been imposed to determine whether the fitted Gaussian function is of
high enough quality for use in determining h̄tp:20

1. σfit ≤ 0.11m

2. χ2 < 0.015

3. N ≥ 40

where σfit is the standard deviation of the Gaussian fit, χ2 is the reduced chi-square
goodness-of-fit, and N is the number of htp points used to construct the histogram for25

the Gaussian fit. In cases where a multi-modal distribution of htp is observed, the above
parameters will not be satisfied for the initial Gaussian fit. If this occurs, an iteration
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is then performed by discarding the largest htp elevation point in the set, performing
another Gaussian fit, and retesting the fit parameters. The iteration is repeated until
the conditions for the fit parameters are satisfied, at which point h̄tp is determined.
If the conditions for the fit parameters are not met, then the sea surface height and
freeboard are not calculated. See Fig. 5a for an example of a case where the initial5

Gaussian fit parameters were satisfied on the first iteration, and Fig. 5b for an example
case of a multi-modal distribution where the iteration produced a fit of the first mode
only.

This procedure produces a set of discrete sea surface height observations (or tie
points) along the flight track, Fig. 6 maps the locations of these sea surface height10

observations for the Arctic campaigns. The availability of these sea surface height ob-
servations is non-uniform along each flight track due to ice conditions and dynamics. In
particular, few leads were found to occur in the compact multiyear ice areas of the Arc-
tic. This creates uncertainties in the retrieval of freeboard since the accuracy of the sea
surface height observations decreases with distance due to remaining uncertainties in15

the removal of the modeled sea surface height parameters shown in Eq. (1). Therefore,
to construct the along-track freeboard profiles and determine the uncertainty of each
freeboard estimate (which is inherently variable along the flight path due to uneven lead
spacing), the sea surface height along the full flight track was interpolated using an or-
dinary kriging approach (Cressie, 1993). Although the basin-scale sea surface height20

field is non-isotropic and non-homogeneous (due to variability in the components of
Eq. 1), we assume that the covariance of the sea surface height field is a homoge-
neous function of distance. The interpolation is then performed by minimizing the error
variance of the interpolated column vector of sea surface heights for all tie points within
±200 km of each observation point along the flight path. Briefly, this is done by solving25

the equation

zssh = W Tzo (3)
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where zssh is the interpolated sea surface height at a specific point along the flight
path, zo is the column vector of observed sea surface height observations (comprised
of the set of h̄tp values calculated for each flight segment), and W is the weight column
vector. W is found by solving

W1
...

Wn
µ

 =


1

C
...
1

1 . . . 1 0


−1

Co1
...

Con
1


5

W =

W1
...

Wn


where C is the covariance matrix and Coy is the covariance between the interpolation
point y , and the observation point o, and µ is a Lagrange multiplier. The elements of
the covariance matrix are assumed to be a homogeneous function of distance which is
modeled as a Gaussian process with the respective elements taken to be10

Cxy = ε2
ssh +σ2

z

(
1−e−

d2
xy
L2

)
where dxy is the distance between points x and y , L is the correlation length of the
sea surface height observations (zo) along the flight segment, σz is the standard de-
viation of the sea surface height observations for the flight, and εssh is the uncertainty
of the local sea surface height observations. From the previously described method15

for determining h̄tp containing at least 40 observations and a standard deviation of
0.11 m, the uncertainty for the sea surface height observations, εssh, should theo-
retically be better than 0.11/

√
40 = 0.017 m. However, additional errors such as un-

resolved aircraft pitch and roll errors will likely make this number higher since each
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sea surface height elevation data point, htp, is not statistically independent. We as-20

sume that each of the h̄tp observations are statistically independent and thus take

εssh = 0.058/(
∑n

i=1 exp(−d2
oi

L2 ))0.5 m (with a maximum value of εssh = 0.058 m) based on
observations from the 2009 Arctic data set where 0.058 m is the standard deviation
of the differences of all h̄tp measurements within ±5 km (the Rossby radius where we
expect the sea surface height to be constant) of each individually observed lead. Using5

a length scale smaller than ±5 km did not change the maximum value of εssh = 0.058 m
suggesting that this is the minimum uncertainty of a single sea surface height obser-
vation due to instrumental limitations. Lastly, the sea ice freeboard is then determined
by combining Eqs. (2) and (3). The uncertainty in sea surface height and therefore
freeboard at each point is given by10

σssh =

(W1 · · · Wn µ
)


Co1
...

Con
1




1
2

(4)

Qualitatively, the local sea surface height is determined by weighting the sea surface
height observations as a function of distance, with nearby h̄tp points receiving the
largest weight. The uncertainty decreases as the number of sea surface observations
increases and the distance from each sea surface observation decreases, approaching15

σssh =
0.058√

N
m in an area with multiple sea surface height observations. The uncertainty

approaches that of the background sea surface height field standard deviation, σz, as
the distance from the nearest sea surface height observation becomes large.

This method is used to calculate the freeboard and its associated uncertainty at each
individual ATM data point (∼1 m spatial resolution) where the local sea surface height20

is determined. However, in order to combine the freeboard data with the snow depth
estimates (described in the next section) for the retrieval of sea ice thickness, we place
the high resolution freeboard estimates onto the same spatial resolution as the snow
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depth measurements. This is done by averaging the individual freeboard data to a 40 m
resolution profile along the flight track centered at the snow radar footprints. However,
due to the loss of ATM data over surfaces with low backscatter (leads and non-snow
covered thin ice, such as those examples illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4), an adjustment
to the profile data is required to account for the undersampling of the freeboard of thin
ice. This adjustment is performed by filling ATM data gaps using the SILDAMS output5

as a proxy freeboard data set. The freeboard of points corresponding to open water,
fow were set to zero. The mean freeboard of points corresponding to “thin ice” in the
SILDAMS algorithm were set to be fti = 0.005 m corresponding to the WMO freeboard
(and ice thickness) for grease ice/nilas. Similarly, points corresponding to the “grey ice”
classification in the SILDAMS algorithm were set to be fgi = 0.02 m. Based on these10

estimates, we determine an adjusted average freeboard through the combined use of
the ATM and SILDAMS freeboard outputs over a 40 m area. The ATM and SILDAMS
data were placed on a 1 m resolution grid with the 40 m resolution adjusted freeboard,
fbadj, found using the following relation:

fbadj =

(
nowfow +ntifti +ngifgi +nice

¯fb
)(

now +nti +ngi +nice
)15

where nx corresponds to the number of open water, thin ice, grey ice, and sea ice grid
points in the 40 m area detected by SILDAMS, and ¯fb is the mean freeboard from the
ATM data within the area. This adjusted freeboard represents the profile of the mean
freeboard along the IceBridge flight line where data gaps over low backscattering ice
and water surfaces has been taken into account.20

The methodology applied for the retrieval of freeboard is independent of location and
thus is used to retrieve freeboard for both the Arctic and Antarctic IceBridge campaigns.
However, for the 2009 Arctic campaign no DMS data were available for the automated
identification of leads. CAMBOT data are available for all of the 2009 Arctic campaign
with the exception of ∼3/4 of the 5 April flight where mechanical problems prevented25

photographs from being taken. Thus, it was possible to retrieve freeboard for the 2009
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Arctic campaign, but estimates could only be processed to the ¯fb level, rather than to
fbadj.

4 Snow depth retrievals

Methods for the retrieval of snow depth from FMCW radar operation over sea ice have
been described in previous studies (e.g. Galin et al., 2011; Kwok et al., 2011). Retrieval
methods for the IceBridge snow radar have been described by Kurtz and Farrell (2011),5

and Farrell et al. (2012). The method of Kurtz and Farrell (2011) is used to retrieve
snow depth for the 2009 IceBridge campaign in this study. This method also forms the
basis of a new method described in this study for the 2010 and future Arctic IceBridge
campaigns. We note that the snow depth retrieval method described in this document
may be applicable only for the Arctic region. For Antarctic sea ice, observations have10

shown that due to the complicated snow morphology that is often found (Massom et
al., 2001), the strongest return in a radar signal may be reflected from an undetermined
point within the snow layer rather than the snow–ice interface (Giles et al. 2008b; Willatt
et al., 2010). The presence of flooded sea ice will also complicate the retrieval of snow
depth from the radar system. Therefore, we consider the retrieval of snow depth from15

the snow radar system for the Antarctic region to be a research area which requires
in-depth study to understand the results and determine the associated uncertainties.

Briefly, the retrieval algorithms for the snow radar system detect the snow–air and
snow–ice interfaces within the radar waveform and determine the snow depth by mul-
tiplying the time separation between the interfaces by the speed of light within the20

snow pack. Comparison of the radar signal with the in-situ observations of Farrell et
al. (2012) have shown that the strongest peak in the return is expected to correspond
to the snow–ice interface, but that the snow–air interface does not often correspond
to a distinct peak as may be expected from theoretical arguments. Factors such as
instrument noise and response, volume scattering, snow density variations, and sur-25

face roughness features all combine to create a complex signal which deviates from
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the ideal theoretical signal where two distinct peaks are expected to correspond to
the snow–air and snow–ice interfaces. Therefore, the method used here to detect the
air–snow interface is empirical, but has been shown to produce accurate results in
comparison to in-situ data (Farrell et al., 2012).

Modifications to the radar hardware and installation between IceBridge campaigns
preclude the use of the snow depth retrieval algorithm for the 2009 campaign from5

being applied to the 2010 and future IceBridge campaigns. For the 2009 campaign, the
sub-optimal transmit-receive antenna isolation required reducing the transmit power
and attenuating the receiver front-end to avoid saturation. Both measures resulted in
decreased loop sensitivity. This was evident in the 2009 data as the detected snow–air
interfaces were near the noise floor, and the snow depth retrieval algorithm of Kurtz10

and Farrell (2011) was specifically designed to work under these conditions. In 2010,
the radar was rebuilt and the operating frequencies were changed from 2.5–7 GHz
to 2.0–6.5 GHz. By improving the transmit-receive antenna isolation (approximately
35 dB in 2009 to better than 45 dB in 2010), the transmit power was increased from
5 mW in 2009 to 20 mW in 2010 and the front-end receiver attenuation was reduced15

thus improving the receiver noise figure and reducing the thermal noise level. Table 3
shows the differences between the radar system parameters for the 2009 and 2010
campaigns. The radar equation for a pulse-limited altimeter (Raney, 1998) outlines the
basic set of parameters which influence the receive power from the snow–air interface

Pr =
PtG

2λ2σ0πcτTBP

(4πR)3
(5)20

where Pr is the received power, Pt is the transmit power, G is the antenna gain, λ the
wavelength, σ0 the backscattering coefficient, τ is the compressed pulse length (equal
to the reciprocal of the radar bandwidth), TBP is the range time bandwidth product, and
R is the range to the target. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is given by

SNR =
PtG

2λ2σ0πcτTBPNI

(4πR)3kTBF
(6)
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where NI is the number of coherent integrations, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is
the system temperature, B is the bandwidth, and F is the system noise figure. To
demonstrate the improved signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) between the two campaigns, we
use Eq. (6) and take a ratio for the two campaigns (assuming a constant backscattering5

coefficient, flight altitude, center wavelength, and the values shown in Table 3) which
yields an increased SNR of ∼4.9 dB for the receive signal from the snow–air interface
for the 2010 campaign. The ∼4.9 dB improvement in SNR can be primarily attributed
to the increase in transmit power.

The improved radar design and subsequent increased signal–to–noise ratio for the10

2010 data and future data sets means that modifications to the snow depth retrieval
algorithm of Kurtz and Farrell (2011) are required. To account for these changes in the
radar configuration, in the 2010 campaign we base the detection thresholds for the air–
snow interface on the relative radar return power. We use the 2009 radar data set as the
basis for the algorithm changes since the in-situ study of Farrell et al. (2012) demon-15

strated the successful detection of the snow–air interface by the algorithm, and thus
provides us with a reference data set of the return power values from the snow–air and
snow–ice interfaces. The location of the snow–ice interface is still defined as the largest
maxima in the radar signal below the air–snow interface. The return power in dB is cal-

culated here as P = 10 · log10

(
mdata
Necho

)
where mdata is the magnitude of the echogram20

data and Necho is the number of points in the vertical direction of the echogram file. To
improve the SNR ratio and reduce the possibility of radar speckle from being misidenti-
fied as an interface layer, the return power data were first incoherently averaged over 40
points corresponding to a length scale of ∼40 m. The return power values for the snow–
air interfaces identified in the 2009 data set were found to vary between P min

s−a = −4.0dB,25

and P max
s−a = −0.5dB with a mean value of P mean

s−a = −2.35dB, and these same conditions
are used to locate the snow–air interfaces in the 2010 data set. However, the data from
the snow radar are presently not radiometrically calibrated and thus vary based on the
parameters of the instrumentation, the flight parameters (Eq. 5), and the processing
methodologies used to create the final data values. Thus, the return power values for
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the 2010 IceBridge campaign are not directly equivalent to those from the 2009 data
set.

Given the differences between the radar system in 2009 and 2010, differences due to
flight operation considerations (such as altitude), and lack of radiometric calibration for5

the return power values, a calibration adjustment for each individual radar echogram is
therefore necessary to determine the final threshold power range where we expect the
snow–air interface to be located. First, we define scale, m, and offset, b, parameters
which are determined for each echogram by simultaneously solving

y1 =mx1 +b10

y2 =mx2 +b

where y1 = 2.25 dB which is the average power of the snow–ice interface observed in
the 2009 Arctic data set, x1 is the average power of the snow–ice interface for the de-
sired radar echogram, y2 = −5.0 dB is the mean noise level which is defined as the15

average power of the first 100 bins located at least 5 m above the point of maximum
power in the 2009 Arctic data set, and x2 is the mean noise level which is similarly de-
fined as the average power of the first 100 bins located at least 5 m above the point of
maximum power for the desired radar echogram. Here we define the maximum power
of the adjusted snow–air interface as P̂ max

s−a =mP max
s−a +b, similarly the minimum power20

for the adjusted snow–air interface is defined as P̂ min
s−a =mP min

s−a +b. We use these condi-
tions to determine the region of the radar return where we expect the snow–air interface
to be located. The search for the snow–air interface thus occurs when the return power
level, Ps−a, for the snow–air interface satisfies the following requirements:

Ps−a ≥ P̂ min
s−a (7)25

Ps−a ≥ P̂ min
s−a (8)

where Ps−a is the mean power in the six range bins that follow the first point with power
≥ P̂ min

s−a . These conditions identify the beginning portion of the return from the snow–air
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interface by finding the point where the minimum expected return power from the inter-
face is reached (first condition) and when volume scattering from within the snow pack
is also present (second condition). Once these conditions are satisfied the snow–air
interface is defined following the observations described in Farrell et al. (2012) to be ei-5

ther the location of the first local maxima in the return or the point of continuous power
increase. The snow–air interface is thus defined here as the first point where one of
the following conditions is satisfied:

1. The point of continuous power increase of the radar return from the snow–air
interface is found. The point of continuous power increase is defined here as the10

point where the radar return power begins to continuously increase (i.e. ∂Pr
∂x > 0)

until the maximum expected snow–air interface power, P̂ max
s−a is reached.

2. If a local maxima occurs greater than mP mean
s−a +b and σ above the adjacent points

(to eliminate random noise from being misidentified as a maxima), where σ is the
standard deviation of the radar noise level, then this point is chosen as the snow–15

air interface location.

An iteration of the above method is performed when the difference between the
echogram mean noise level and the echogram mean snow–ice interface power is
greater than twice the mean difference observed in the 2009 campaign data set (equal
to 14.5 dB). The iteration is performed by rescaling the threshold power values: y1 is20

set equal to the mean echogram power for the initially determined snow–air interface
and y2 = P mean

s−a . The initial scaling provides an approximation for the parameters m and
b by scaling the return power values by the snow–ice interface power and the system
noise, however as previously demonstrated, changes to the snow radar system have
reduced the noise level in successive campaigns so the initial scaling is only an approx-25

imation. The iteration scales the return power values to the snow–air interface allowing
for more accurate estimates of m and b to be made when there is a large difference
between the mean noise level and snow–ice interface power.
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The snow depth is then found by calculating the delay time between the snow–air
and snow–ice interfaces and multiplying this difference by the speed of light within the
snow pack, csnow. The speed of light in the snow pack was taken to follow the relation
between dry snow density and dielectric constant given by Tiuri et al. (1984) as5

εd = 1+2ρs

csnow =
c

√
εd

where c is the speed of light in vacuum and ρs is the snow density. The snow density
was taken to be 320 kg m−3 following the climatological mean snow density provided10

in Warren et al. (1999). Once the snow–air and snow–ice interfaces are identified, we
apply a locally weighted robust linear regression at a 40 m length scale to reduce the
impact of outliers in the final determination of the snow–air and snow–ice interface
locations. This effectively reduces the spatial resolution of the retrieved snow depths to
a maximum size of 40 m.15

As described in Kurtz and Farrell (2011), the behavior of the radar over leads and the
apex of steep pressure ridges must also be accounted for in the snow depth retrieval
method. Lead areas were flagged using the method described in Kurtz and Farrell
(2011) and the snow depth is set to zero to correspond to the negligible snow cover on
open water and newly frozen leads. We also discard data where the signal is too low for20

the retrieval of snow depth. Based on the analysis of coincident ATM laser data used
to identify locations where there is large disagreement between the laser and radar
snow–air interfaces, the conditions for discarding the data due to insufficient signal
strength were set as:

Ps−i ≥ −1.5m+b [dB] (9)25

Ps−i ≥ −1.5m+b [dB] (10)
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where Ps−i is the mean power in the three range bins that follow the estimated snow–
ice interface. This loss of signal typically occurs over the apex of steep pressure ridges,
however, comparison with in-situ data (Farrell et al., 2012) showed this data loss did
not limit the ability of the snow radar to capture the mean snow depth of a region5

since the snow surrounding the ridges was still retrieved. Additionally, Kurtz and Farrell
(2011) demonstrated the difference between the snow radar for the full 2009 data set
is within 0.3 cm of the climatology of Warren et al. (1999) and provides further support
that the mean snow depth over a variety of ice types is captured. If the snow depth data
set from the snow radar was not representative of the mean snow depth over the full10

range of ice types it could potentially lead to errors in the retrieval of sea ice thickness.
How representative the snow radar data is on basin scale will continue to be examined
as future studies with coincident in-situ survey lines conducted in 2011 and 2012 are
completed.

In addition to discarding data due to insufficient signal strength, it is also necessary15

to filter data which have been negatively impacted by other physical constraints. As
shown by Kurtz and Farrell (2011) it is necessary to discard data collected with warm
surface temperatures due to the presence of liquid water which changes the dielec-
tric properties of the snow pack. Similar to the study of Kurtz and Farrell (2011), we
discard data when the surface temperature is greater than −5 ◦C, this is the tempera-20

ture threshold identified in observations by Barber et al. (1995) where large dielectric
changes in the snow pack begin to take place. When available, the surface temperature
is determined from the IceBridge KT-19 infrared radiation pyrometer data set (Shetter
et al., 2010). When instrumental observations are unavailable, we use the thermody-
namic sea ice model of Kurtz et al. (2011) forced with ECMWF meteorological data25

to determine the surface temperature. Lastly, flight altitude variations also need to be
taken into account. The nominal IceBridge flight altitude is 460 m, but is variable due to
mission requirements and weather considerations. A maximum altitude of 540 m for the
2009 campaign and 675 m for the 2010 campaign is set for the retrieval of snow depth.
These altitude limits correspond to the point where the expected snow–air interface
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return power are near to the system noise level for the respective campaigns given
a 1/R3 return power dependence.

The method applied for the retrieval of snow depth differs between the 2009 and 2010
seasons. The method applied to the 2009 data set was validated through comparison5

to in-situ data which gives us a measure of confidence in the snow depths for that
season (Farrell et al., 2012), as well as a demonstrated agreement with the climatology
of Warren et al. (1999) (Kurtz and Farrell, 2011). However, no in-situ surveys were
conducted in 2010 which precludes a thorough assessment of the 2010 data set. To
assess the quality of the snow depth retrievals from the 2010 data set we compare10

the snow–air interface retrieved from the radar to that derived from the ATM surface
elevation data. Figure 7 shows an example of a radar echogram from the 2010 data
set with the chosen snow–air (red line) and snow–ice interfaces (black line). Also shown
is the ATM corrected elevation (hcorr) data (green line) which should ideally correspond
to the snow–air interface detected by the radar. However, the radar data are referenced15

as a relative distance from the snow radar antenna, rather than to a standard geodetic
coordinate system such as the WGS84 ellipsoid used for the ATM data. Therefore,
we take a mean difference between the ATM elevation (averaged to a 40 m resolution)
and the chosen snow–air interface to construct the plot. The figures show the ability
of the tracking algorithm to identify the snow–air interface, and also show the behavior20

over ridges and thin ice. We used the coincident ATM data to assess the ability of
the algorithm to determine the quality of the picked snow–air interface. A probability
distribution showing the correlation between the ATM data and the identified snow–air
interface for each snow radar echogram is presented in Fig. 8. The figure illustrates that
the correlation is quite variable. The maximum correlation of the ATM and radar data25

is near 1 with a mode around 0.55 demonstrating the ability of the snow–air interface
algorithm to track the snow surface in certain cases. The modal correlation of 0.55 is
also similar to the results of Farrell et al. (2012) who observed a maximum correlation
of 0.7 when comparing the IceBridge derived snow depths with in-situ data.
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The observation that many echograms have only moderate to low correlations can
be explained due to a combination of uncertainties in the snow depth retrievals (such
as due to the finite range resolution of ∼5 cm), geolocation uncertainties in the snow
radar data, and aircraft motion. Low variability of the snow–air interface location can5

also reduce the correlations as the ATM and radar system noise will dominate in these
cases. Additional uncertainties in the radar data comparison arise due to the uncor-
rected lever arm between the GPS antenna, where the INS data is referenced to, and
the monostatic phase center of the radar. This influences the comparison in two ways:
(1) it leads to errors in the vertical range compensation which are used to account for10

changes in the aircraft altitude and (2) it introduces a 5–20 m offset between the geolo-
cations of the snow radar and ATM. While we expect that averaging to a 40 m length
scale reduces the problem of geolocation errors of this magnitude for sea ice thickness
retrievals using the radar and ATM freeboard data, it nonetheless is a source of error
if one seeks to carry out a one-to-one matching of the ATM data over the snow radar15

footprint such as done by Kwok et al. (2011). Aircraft pitch and roll introduces errors in
the aircraft altitude correction which results in residual features in the vertical dimen-
sion of the radar data when they are compared to the ATM elevation data which have
been corrected for aircraft pitch and roll. Figure 7 shows two example radar echograms
where good correlation between the ATM surface elevation and radar retrieved snow–20

air interface over small length scales can be seen visually, but Fig. 7b demonstrates
the impact of uncorrected aircraft motion on the snow radar data which can be clearly
seen when compared to the motion corrected ATM elevation data. The pulse-limited
processing and large beamwidth of the antenna (45◦ by 45◦) will still produce a return
from nadir even when the aircraft is not level (typical flight operating parameters do25

not have roll angles greater than 20◦), however the uncorrected lever arm between
the GPS and radar antennas introduces errors in the aircraft altitude correction which
appears as vertical variations (Fig. 7b). Since we define the snow depth as the rela-
tive difference between the snow–air and snow–ice interfaces, and the pitch and roll
typically does not change significantly over the 40 m retrieval length scale, we expect
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that aircraft motion will have little impact on our snow depth retrievals. However, these
pitch and roll fluctuations introduce a randomly varying, but continuous source of error
in the correlation between the ATM and snow radar snow–air interface locations. For
the 2009 Arctic campaign, the standard deviation of aircraft pitch was 0.25◦ and the5

standard deviation of roll was 2.6◦. Given the magnitude of the pitch and roll variations
across the flight lines, we use the correlations with the ATM freeboard data as qual-
itative evidence that our snow–air tracking algorithm is capable of accurate retrievals
under ideal conditions (as evident in the right-hand tail of the correlation histogram
shown in Fig. 8). However, the combined ATM-snow radar data set can not currently be10

taken as a quantitative assessment of the snow–air interface retrieval quality. Future
planned comparisons with in-situ data sets are be needed to determine a quantitative
estimate of the snow depth retrieval quality.

5 Sea ice thickness retrievals

5.1 Thickness determination15

Sea ice thickness, hi, is calculated using the corresponding 40 m scale freeboard and
snow depth data sets as input for the hydrostatic balance equation:

hi =
ρw

ρw −ρi
fbadj −

ρw −ρs

ρw −ρi
hs (11)

where fbadj is the freeboard (described in Sect. 3), hs is the snow depth (described in
Sect. 4), ρw is the density of sea water, ρi is the density of sea ice, and ρs is the density20

of snow. ρw and ρi are taken to be 1024 kg m−3 and 915 kg m−3 which are derived from
the result of numerous field measurements summarized by Wadhams et al. (1992).
ρs is taken to be 320 kg m−3 following the climatological values compiled by Warren
et al. (1999).
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5.2 Error analysis

The error in the sea ice thickness retrieval (excluding the negligible contribution of
errors due to variations in sea water density) can be written as

σhi
=

[(
ρw

ρw −ρi

)2

σ2
hf
+
(
ρs −ρw

ρw −ρi

)2

σ2
hs

5

+

(
hs (ρs −ρw)+hfρw

(ρw −ρi)
2

)2

σ2
ρi
+
(

hs

ρw −ρi

)2

σ2
ρs


1
2

(12)

where σhi
, σhf

, σhs
, σρs

, and σρi
are the uncertainties of the ice thickness, freeboard,

snow depth, and densities of snow and ice, respectively. A summary of the uncertainty
terms is provided in Table 4. Density uncertainties are taken from previous in-situ mea-10

surements described in the literature: σρs
is estimated to be 100 kg m−3 based on the

variability of ρs in the climatology of Warren et al. (1999), σρi
is estimated here to be

10 kg m−3 which represents the expected range of densities for sea ice between 0.3
and 3 m thick (Kovacs, 1996) as well as the typical range of sea ice densities from
observations (Wadhams et al., 1992). We note that the density of sea ice may be de-15

pendent on ice type, with the density of multiyear ice typically being lower than that of
first year ice due to the presence of air bubbles (Wadhams et al., 1992; Alexandrov et
al., 2010). The mean density of sea ice has also been found to be variable with respect
to the amount of ice which is above the water line, as well as the sea ice salinity and
temperature (Timco and Frederking, 1995; Eicken et al., 1995). The use of a density20

value which is based on a specific ice type or geographical region will be investigated in
future studies. The uncertainty in the freeboard retrieval, σhf

, is variable along the flight
path as described in Sect. 3. The uncertainty in snow depth is not well constrained at
the time of this writing. Uncertainty in the snow depth occurs due to a variety of factors
including the finite range resolution of the radar, density uncertainties, and uncertainty
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in the detection of the snow–air and snow–ice interfaces. Considering only uncertain-
ties in range resolution and speed of light variations, Kwok et al. (2011) calculated an
error of 3.5 cm to 5 cm for snow depths between 10 cm and 70 cm. This represents
the minimum expected uncertainty in snow depth derived from the radar. Following the5

discussion in Sect. 4 on issues involving detection of the snow–air interface, we ex-
pect that uncertainties in interface detection will play a much more significant role in
the uncertainty of the snow depth retrieval. For the purposes of this study, we estimate
the uncertainty using the difference between the IceBridge data and in-situ snow depth
described in the study by Farrell et al. (2012). The mean difference between the survey10

and IceBridge data set was 0.8 cm, and there were 50 independent observations (40 m
spatial resolution for each radar observation over a ∼2 km survey line). Assuming the
method is unbiased the error is calculated as σhs

= 0.8 ·
√

50 = 5.7 cm. While this is
a simplistic error analysis, it is a useful estimate of the expected uncertainty since it in-
corporates the important effect of interface detection issues. However, we await further15

refinement of this uncertainty value through the analysis of multiple coincident in-situ
data surveys conducted during the 2011 and 2012 campaigns. Improvements to the
snow radar and increased signal–to–noise ratio over the 2009 to present time period
may also lead to campaign specific uncertainty estimates.

The uncertainty in ice thickness is calculated using Eq. (12), using the uncertainties20

for each variable described above and in Table 4. The sea ice thickness uncertainty is
thus a variable quantity, in particular due to the variable uncertainty in the freeboard re-
trievals. It is also important to note that the uncertainties in the freeboard are correlated
over long length scales due to the procedures for determining the sea surface height,
therefore, spatial averaging of the data to reduce the uncertainty will need to take this25

into account.
We provide an estimate of sea ice thickness over a 40 m length scale to provide

the highest resolution available from the data. However, since sea ice is a rigid body
the hydrostatic balance equation does not necessarily apply for each of the ∼40 m
resolution freeboard and snow depth measurements taken along the flight path. An
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analysis of Arctic sea ice by Forsström et al. (2011) found an uncertainty of 0.5 m
associated with non-local hydrostatic balance. Similarly, Doble et al. (2011) showed
that the ice thickness error in the use of the hydrostatic balance equation was 0.4 m for
averaging length scales of 300 m. The dependence of this error on length scale was5

observed to be dependent on the ice type, the error in level ice decreased faster with
increasing averaging length than the error of deformed ice. The use of a 40 m length
scale used here for calculating the sea ice thickness will thus have an additional error
term due to local non-hydrostatic balance effects. This error is important to consider
when comparing the IceBridge data to small-scale measurements, but will become10

minimal when averaging over length scales greater than the size of an individual ice
floe since the large-scale ice pack is in hydrostatic equilibrium.

6 Results for 2009 and 2010

In this section we show the results of the retrieved freeboard, snow depth, and sea
ice thickness data for the 2009–2010 IceBridge campaigns. For the purposes of the15

following section we only use data where the uncertainty in the retrieved freeboard is
less than 0.1 m. Maps of the sea ice thickness and snow depth from the Arctic cam-
paigns are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, while mean values are shown in Table 5. The maps
show the varying spatial coverage of the data sets with increased coverage during the
2010 campaign due to a higher number of flight surveys. The snow depth maps show20

nearly full coverage over the flight tracks while the ice thickness maps show consider-
ably less coverage due to: (1) the absence of visible imagery for the detection of leads
during much of Flight 3; (2) the absence of snow depth retrievals for Flight 1 (due to the
higher transmit power and associated receiver saturation issues for this flight); (3) the
sporadic locations of leads necessary for accurate (σhf

< 0.1 m) freeboard retrievals.25

The increased number of flights since 2009 has led to the availability of more sea ice
thickness data in each campaign.
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The maps of snow depth show spatial gradients which are largely consistent with the
expected pattern of snow distribution from observations (e.g. Warren et al., 1999). The
deepest snow cover is found north of Greenland and the Canadian Archipelago with
lower snow depths towards the Beaufort Sea region. As described in Kurtz and Farrell,5

(2011), first year ice regions were found to have significantly less snow than multi-year
ice regions which is not reflected in the climatology of Warren et al. (1999) since the
region was largely covered by multi-year ice when the observations were taken. For
the 2009 campaign, the mean radar derived snow depth over the first year ice regions
(16.4 cm) was observed to be 15 cm (52 %) less than the mean snow depth over multi-10

year ice regions (31.6 cm), while for the 2010 campaign the mean snow depth over first
year ice (13.2 cm) was 14 cm (48 %) less than the mean snow depth over multi-year
ice (27.4 cm). For multi-year ice, the mean snow depths are close to the climatology of
Warren et al. (1999) (Kurtz and Farrell, 2011). The mean snow depth over first year ice
is also broadly consistent with the mean snow depth from the AMSR-E snow depth on15

sea ice data product (Cavalieri et al., 2004). Gridding the IceBridge snow radar data
to the same 12.5 km polar stereographic grid as AMSR-E results in mean differences
(radar - AMSR-E) of 1.3 cm for the 2009 campaign and −1.2 cm for the 2010 campaign.
Farrell et al. (2012) found a mean difference of 0.8 cm between the IceBridge derived
snow depths and a 2 km in-situ line of data during the 2009 campaign. We note that20

these comparisons of the radar derived mean snow depth values are not meant to
supplant a more detailed study of the data sets and associated errors, but to show the
snow depth estimates presented here are consistent with other independent data.

The ice thickness maps also show large-scale spatial gradients that is consistent
with the expected pattern from recent observations (e.g. Haas et al., 2010; Kwok et al.,25

2009; Laxon et al. 2003; Wadhams et al., 2011) and model results (e.g. Schweiger
et al., 2011). The thickest ice is observed north of Greenland and the Canadian
Archipelago where the convergence of the sea ice pack due to the mean circulation
pattern of the Arctic Ocean leads to the prevalence of heavily deformed and ridged
thick ice. Away from the coastal areas and towards the Beaufort Sea region lower ice
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thickness values are observed. The thickness of first year ice has been observed to be
significantly lower than that of multi-year ice, and this is reflected in the IceBridge data
set. For the 2010 campaign (very few thickness observations are available for first year
ice in the 2009 data set), the mean thickness of the first year ice area is 1.99 m while5

the mean thickness of the multi-year ice area is 3.36 m.
We note that establishing the absolute accuracy of the IceBridge data set remains

an ongoing effort, but here we compare the consistency of the results so as to pro-
vide support for the differences in inter-campaign retrieval methods as described in
this document. In order to compare the consistency of the 2009 and 2010 results we10

have first gridded the IceBridge data to a 25 km polar stereographic grid. There were
38 grid points with spatial overlap corresponding mainly to Flights 2 and 3 for 2009,
and the repeat Flights 12 and 14 for 2010. The mean thickness for the 2009 cam-
paign overlapping grid points was 2.65 m, while the mean thickness for the 2010 cam-
paign was 2.61 m. While we do expect differences due to interannual variability as well15

as ice motion, the consistency of the results is encouraging. Flights 4 and 10 further
demonstrate the inter-campaign consistency of the retrieved results. These two flights
were not exact repeats and thus not present in the previous comparison, but instead
were closely spaced flight tracks which flew underneath the orbit of the Envisat satel-
lite. Table 5 shows that we observed a large difference of 0.14 m in the mean snow20

depth between the 2009 and 2010 flights, but we also observed a large corresponding
change of 0.16 m in the measured mean freeboard. The total difference in mean ice
thickness was 0.18 m. This difference is small considering the large mean differences
in freeboard and snow depth and the independence of the two data sets.

Lastly, as a measure of the consistency within a campaign we compare overlapping25

25 km grid points within the 2010 campaign data set (the 2009 campaign had only three
overlapping grid points which is not sufficient for a comparison). There were 58 over-
lapping grid points with snow depth measurements, the mean difference was 0.024 m
with a standard deviation of 0.066 m. This compares well with the expected uncertainty
of 0.057 m reported earlier and expected differences (such as ice motion or snow fall
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events) due to the ∼1 month time period over which the campaign was conducted. For
ice thickness, there were 13 overlapping grid points with a mean difference of 0.22 m
and a standard deviation of 0.78 m. This also compares well with the mean uncertainty
of the grid points which was derived to be 0.70 m, and also expected differences due5

to time offsets. Taken together, these results show that there is consistency in the Ice-
Bridge snow depth and sea ice thickness results in comparison to independent data
sets as well as inter-campaign and intra-campaign consistency.

7 Conclusions

Here we have presented a description of the methods used to retrieve sea ice free-10

board, thickness, and snow depth using a synthesis of instrument data from the Ice-
Bridge airborne platform. The derived products for the 2009 and 2010 IceBridge cam-
paigns are currently available for public usage at http://nsidc.org/data/idcsi2.html. The
methods described in this manuscript will also be applied for the retrieval of sea ice
properties from the 2011 and 2012 campaigns and will also be made available through15

the National Snow and Ice Data Center. The inclusion of geolocated aerial photogra-
phy, laser altimetry data, and snow radar data are all expected to be available through-
out the IceBridge mission and thus the retrieval methods developed here will serve as
a core processing methodology for future IceBridge campaigns. The inclusion of addi-
tional instruments is expected to lead to improved retrievals in subsequent years. For20

example, the KT-19 infrared pyrometer was included in the 2012 IceBridge campaign
and was set to use a higher sampling rate than was used in previous campaigns, this
has the potential to improve the retrieval of sea ice freeboard by providing a method to
discriminate sea ice leads when the sun is near or below the horizon and thus aerial
photography is not available. This is an area of future research and will be compared25

to the standard freeboard retrieval method which uses laser altimetry data and aerial
photography described in this document.
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Overall, we have shown there is consistency within the IceBridge snow depth and
sea ice thickness results, and also shown there is consistency in comparison to other
independent data sets. Linking the IceBridge data set to the sea ice thickness record,
in particular to the records from satellite altimetry data such as ICESat, CryoSat-2, and5

ICESat-2, will require detailed knowledge of uncertainties in the data set. The evalua-
tion and refinement of the accuracy of the IceBridge data set remains an ongoing effort
especially with regard to the determination of the uncertainty at the 40 m length scale
of the retrievals as well as the determination of any residual biases in the basin-scale
data. This will be studied in future comparisons to other instruments and coincident10

in-situ data from subsequent IceBridge campaigns.
Sea ice thickness and snow depth data derived using the core methodology de-

scribed in this document have the potential to support a wide variety of research activ-
ities. A major ongoing effort is the connection of the IceBridge data set with the record
of sea ice thickness retrievals from ICESat and CryoSat-2 to ensure that a consis-15

tent record of Arctic sea ice thickness is achievable from the satellite altimetry record.
The results have also been used to support seasonal forecasting of the sea ice min-
imum and analyze the impact which initialized ice thicknesses have on the predictive
capabilities of models (Lindsay et al. 2012). There is also potential for the evaluation
and improvement of current snow depth retrieval methods such as those currently used20

from passive microwave data (Markus and Cavalieri, 1998; Cavalieri et al., 2012). Many
other research efforts will benefit from the availability of such a data set and it is our
goal to ensure that a consistent, and high quality, set of data products are produced to
support the ongoing research goals of the cryospheric community.
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Table 1. List of instruments used and their function.

Instrument Geophysical properties retrieved Nominal
spatial reso-
lution [m]

Airborne Topographic Mapper (ATM) Sea surface height, freeboard 1
Snow radar Snow depth 15

CAMBOT Ice type 0.2
Digital Mapping System (DMS) Ice type 0.1

KT-19 infrared pyrometer Surface temperature 130 (for a 1
Hz sampling
rate)
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Table 2. Modeled sea surface height data sources.

Parameter Data source

hgeiod EGM2008
hocean TPXO6.2
hload TPXO6.2
hearth ATM processing (see text)
hpressure (∆P ) ECMWF Interim reanalysis
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Table 3. Summary of radar system parameters impacting the receive signal power and signal–
to–noise ratio from the snow–air interface for the 2009 and 2010 campaigns.

Parameter Symbol in text 2009 2010

Transmit power Pt 5 mW 20 mW
Gain G 10 dBi 8 dBi
Center wavelength λ 0.063 m 0.071 m
Compressed pulse length τ 2.22 × 10−10 s−1 2.22 × 10−10 s−1

Time bandwidth-product TBP 60.85 dB 60.51 dB
Number of integrations Nl 16 16
System temperature T 290 K 290 K
System noise figure F 21.32 dB 19.08 dB
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Table 4. Summary of all uncertainty components propagated in the calculation of the final
IceBridge sea ice thickness uncertainty.

Parameter Symbol in text Uncertainty Source

Snow density σρs
100 kg m−3 Climatological

variability
Sea ice density σρi

10 kg m−3 Estimated
variability
from in-situ
measure-
ments

Snow depth σhs
0.057 m Estimate

from in-situ
comparison

Freeboard σhf
Variable (∼1 cm to 30 cm) Kriging error

(see Sect. 3)
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Table 5. Mean freeboard, snow depth, and sea ice thickness for the 2009–2010 IceBridge
flights. The flight numbers correspond to the flight lines mapped in Fig. 2. The mean freeboard
and thickness values are reported only using data where the freeboard uncertainty is ≤ 0.1 m,
the mean ice thickness uncertainty is in parentheses. The mean snow depth is reported for the
entire flight track where snow depth is > 0.05 m and less than the derived freeboard.

Flight date Flight
number

Mean freeboard [m] Mean snow depth [m] Mean sea ice
thickness [m]

3/31/2009 1 0.42 – –
4/2/2009 2 0.48 0.31 2.50 (0.74)
4/5/2009 3 0.45 0.21 2.54 (0.65)
4/21/2009 4 0.67 0.38 3.82 (0.75)
4/25/2009 5 0.51 0.28 3.71 (0.66)
10/30/2009 6 0.59 – –
3/23/2010 7 0.52 0.34 3.39 (0.78)
3/26/2010 8 0.32 0.26 2.91 (0.67)
4/2/2010 9 0.18 0.15 1.77 (0.64)
4/5/2010 10 0.51 0.24 3.64 (0.64)
4/12/2010 11 0.53 0.29 3.62 (0.68)
4/19/2010 12 0.38 0.23 2.58 (0.58)
4/20/2010 13 0.48 0.26 3.22 (0.72)
4/21/2010 14 0.43 0.25 3.00 (0.59)
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Fig. 1. Flow chart of processing steps to retrieve sea ice thickness from the instrument data.
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Fig. 2. Maps of flight lines for the 2009–2010 Arctic and 2009 Antarctic IceBridge campaigns.
Numbers on the map correspond to the different flights designated in the text and in Table 5.
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Fig. 3. Example of a CAMBOT image of sea ice with ATM elevation (hcorr) measurements
(colored circles) manually overlain so that features and elevations correspond.
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Fig. 4. Example of a DMS image of sea ice with ATM elevation (hcorr) measurements (colored
circles) overlain. The right-hand image shows results from the SILDAMS algorithm which is
used to distinguish between open water leads (red), nilas and grease ice (green) and, non-
snow-covered grey-white ice (blue).
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Fig. 5. Histogram of ATM elevations (hcorr) over lead areas identified using the SILDAMS al-
gorithm. The Gaussian fits used to determine the instantaneous sea surface height are also
shown for two cases: (a) A Gaussian fit which satisfied the fit criteria on the first iteration. (b)
A Gaussian fit which satisfied the fit criteria after the iteration procedure was completed.
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Fig. 6. Map of lead locations identified in the aerial photography data sets for (a) 2009 and (b)
2010. Black boxes represent areas where leads were identified in the aerial photography and
the red points represent leads which contained sufficient ATM measurements suitable for the
retrieval of the instantaneous sea surface height.
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Fig. 7. 2010 IceBridge ATM and snow radar comparison for (a) level flying by the aircraft and
(b) non-level flying corresponding to aircraft pitch and roll changes of 3◦ beginning near 87.473◦

latitude. The green line is the ATM snow–air surface, the red line is the picked snow–air interface
from the radar data, the black line is the picked snow–ice interface. The correlation between
the ATM and snow radar picked snow–air interface is 0.75 for the level flying case and 0.19 for
the non-level flying case.
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Fig. 8. Probability density function of the correlation between the ATM-derived snow–air inter-
face and the picked radar snow–air interface over each ∼4 km radar echogram for the 2010
Arctic campaign.
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Fig. 9. Maps illustrating the along-track snow depth derived for the Arctic IceBridge campaigns
for (a) 2009 and (b) 2010.
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Fig. 10. Maps illustrating sea ice thickness maps for the Arctic IceBridge campaigns for (a)
2009 and (b) 2010.
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